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None of these soul wounds ever get fixed until they get fixed

HCMFJ.Com – Soul Wounds Versus Spiritual Rebirth

None of these physical defects or injuries ever get fixed until fixed

Your human spirit is now fixed

Note: In Boot Camp, Stragegy #5 of the devil is to trick Christians into thinking that all is well with their soul – NOT TRUE!

Just as your physical body did not get re-created when you were born again, your soul also DID NOT get re-created.  Your soul wounds remain 

unhealed until processed with and healed by Jesus.  Soul wounds are injuries to your soul that were created by sin(s).  Sin includes what others

did to you, or did not provide that you needed, and what you did to yourself. The medical doctor and psychologist are not trained in spiritual issues.

The deliverance minister is the one anointed and trained to help you forgive and bless, confess and repent, and ask Jesus to forgive, cleanse and heal.

These unhealed wounds to your soul are in essence injuries that just never healed correctly (like a broken bone that never got properly reset).  

The devil’s demons take full advantage of these wounds (open door ways) like a germ or bacteria which looks for and finds cuts and scratches

on your skin to start an infection that never healed correctly. Even if the sin was done TO YOU instead of by you, it is still an injury (soul wound)

that is unhealed providing an open sore and a habitat for the devil’s demons to come and stay - a habitat for demons.

We conclude that soul wounds are created by sin, and sin gives the devil’s demons a legal right to stay in your physical body and 

to stay In your soul (memories, thought patterns, emotions, etc.) until processed with and healed by Jesus.
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